Introduction
In this paper we present the comparison of a new one-dimensional ionospheric model with very-high latitude incoherent-scatter radar data. The incoherentscatter radar located at Sondrestrom, Greenland has been used. The model, originally developed by Min et al. [1993] has been further refined by including the effects of neutral winds, and updating the collision frequencies. The unique features of the model is the incorporation of parallel electric fields, the self-consistent computation of the ambipolar electric field, and the effects of time-varying auroral and photoelectron energy distributions. Since the model is one-dimensional, the effects of horizontal transport can not be taken into account, and therefore we have chosen to restrict the data comparisons to periods of quiet geomagnetic activity when horizontal transport is minimal. The altitude coverage of the model used for the data comparison is 100 to 500 km, although the model itself extends to 800 km.
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The upper boundary conditions of the model, namely field-aligned thermal ion flow, and downward heat fluxes, are not directly measured with our radar experiments. The model-data fitting procedure is, however, particularly sensitive to these two quantities. We have therefore used this model-data combination to indirectly determine these parameters on a continuous time-varying basis. The model solves the electron transport, continuity, and energy equations, and both ion flow and heat flux values may be determined. The radar-derived temperatures are fitted to the altitude profiles of temperature derived from the model. In the upper ionosphere the magnitude of the total ion composition from the model, and the gradient, is also fitted to the corresponding electron densities and gradients measured by radar.
In the next section the model and method of analysis is presented in more detail.
Model and Method of Analysis
The structure of the thermosphere at high latitudes is significantly affected by solar EUV, and by auroral activity which is caused by precipitating energetic electrons and ions. The solar EUV photons are absorbed in the thermosphere by photoionization and photodissociation, leading to the production of ionization and primary photoelectrons. There are three groups of coupled equations corresponding to the main physical processes in the thermosphere, which are electron transport, ion diffusion and chemical reaction, and electron and ion energy balance. Simultaneous solution of all the equations is not attempted. Instead, physical arguments are used to simplify the computational problem according to different timescales and altitude regimes [Min, 1993] . Those differential equations require boundary conditions appropriate to the physical problem being investigated. For the electron transport equation the lower boundary is assumed to lie within the atmosphere where the density is large, so that the intensity of the electron distribution becomes vanishingly small, while at the upper boundary, we specify the intensity of an assumed electron distribution to fit with data or of a distribution derived from rocket or satellite measurements. Our model covers the region between 100 and 500 km, where the radar signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements is at reasonable level. The outputs of our model, electron density and temperature as well as ion temperature, are nonlinearly dependent on the the meridional neutral wind and the upper boundary conditions of model. In order to simplify the fitting process, we only select a few key parameters to compare with'data based on physical arguments. As we know, during typical auroral events, the predominant ionization source for E region altitudes is the auroral electron impact ionization, which allowed us to adjust the auroral electron distribution to fit with data. The height of the F region peak and peak density value, as well as the slope of measured electron density, which represents the overall profile shape of electron density, are deter- The variation of the electron density, electron and ion temperatures at various altitudes over Sondrestrom (66.99øN, 309.05øE) on February 12, 1990, have been measured, and a 10-hour sequence of data (0800 LT to 1800 LT) is shown in Figure 1 . For this day geomagnetically quiet conditions prevailed (Ap index of 6, and the solar activity index F10., was 140). We note that just before 0930 LT, the electron density in the E region was even larger than that due to the solar EUV ionization after sunrise, while the electron temperature was enhanced in the F region and above.
The comprehensive ionospheric model is used to simulate the observed time-dependent behavior of the electron density, ion and electron temperatures. The height of F region peak, F region peak value, and the electron temperature and the slope of electron density and temperature at the top altitude from measurements are used as fitting parameters for the model calculations.
The EUV flux model of Tobiska and Barth [1990] has
been used for the solar radiation. However, after the fitting procedure mentioned above, a systematic difference remained between the computed F2-peak densities and the radar measurements. To achieve the best fit, we have increased the EUV model flux by 50%, which has removed the systematic differences and resulted in the best overall fit. Without auroral precipitation we include a small soft electron flux or photoelectron flux by specifying a downward flux of 0.01 erg cm -2 s -1 with the characteristic energy of 50 eV as the upper boundary condition for the electron transport equation. As described above, the upper boundary conditions and the meridional neutral wind are adjusted to obtain the similarity between model and data. Comparison of the contours in Figure I spacecraft data may prove valuable. We wish to em-phasize that the model is one-dimensional and is only applicable to quiet-time data at high latitudes when horizontal transport effects may be ignored. Expansion of this work to three dimensions would permit the inclusion of horizontal transport, and in turn then allow simulation of the disturbed high-latitude ionosphere.
